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Energy levels in InP/Gae&rO,,,As quantum wells are calculated after reformulating the
energy-dependenteffective mass to be used for taking into account the energy-band
nonparabolicity of both constituents. The required value of the ratio of the conduction-band
and valence-banddiscontinuities is found to be close to 2/3, in agreementwith the value
found by other methods. The value of the nonparabolicity factor is also found to be the same
as that used in earlier transport studies.
The InP/Gae4,1n0.s3Asquantum wells are being studied extensively, as the high electron mobility in
Gae,471n0,53As
promiseshigh-speeddevices.One important
parameter of this system is the ratio of the conductionband discontinuity, AE,, and the energy-gapdiscontinuity,
AEg, at the interfaces.Valuesderived for this parameterby
different methods, however, do not agree and range between 0.25 and 0.65.‘-” One method which has been extensively used, is the comparison of calculated valueswith
experimental results on energy shift’*“’ in photoluminescence experiments. All other constants being known, the
conduction-band discontinuity is chosen to fit the experimental results. The energy-band nonparabolicity is reported to be important in determining the position of the
energy level and this parameter has also been derived3in
somestudiesfrom analysisof photoluminescencedata. The
band nonparabolicity has, however, been treated in different ways by different workers’“‘8 and there is no agreement in the literature about its effect on the energy levels.
The purpose of this letter is to discuss this aspect of the
problem and to reanalyze the published data to deducea
value of band-edgediscontinuity.
Energy levels for the quantum wells are evaluatedby
solving the Schrodinger equation with the effective mass
formalism, written below:

(&J(2)+ (E-E,--)[l +ai(E-&i)lIli,=O,

(1)

where rnT is the effective mass at the band edge,E,, E is
the energy, LYE
is the nonparabolicity parameter” and *i is
the wave function, i being the subscript to indicate the well
or the barrier layer, It should be noted that this formalism
has been used even for wells a few monolayersthick. Distinct photoluminescencepeaks with 1.2 meV full width
half maximum (FWHM) are obtained with such layers
and it is estimated*’ that the interface is distinct to within
0.12~2,(a,, is the lattice constant). This result indicates that
the energy-bandconcept remains valid, but whether the
energybandsremain the sameas in bulk is not clear. In the
absenceof any indication to the contrary, analysis is extended in this note down to such narrow wells with the
bulk effective mass. Solution of the aboveequation is
$i=AjeXp(ikfl)

where

+ BieXp(

-

z&z),

(2)

k:=(2mT/+P)(E-E,.i)[1+ai(E-Ec,)].

(3)

It may be noted that ki is real in the well layer, but in the
barrier layer it is imaginary for the confinement energies.
The constants~.liand Bi are required to be obtained by
applying the boundary conditions,
(i) r&=0 for /;:I --+CO;

(4)

(ii) fh=IcI~

(5)

and
(iii)

($braz)
m$(E)

(%daz)
= m:(E)

for Izf =L/2,

(6)

the well width is taken to be L, the subscripts W an B
indicate the well and the barrier layer, and z is taken to be
zero at the center of the well.
The confusion in the literature is about m?(E),
the
energy-dependenteffective mass. It should be noted that
m?(E) may be defined in the three following ways:
(i) Energy effective mass,
m~(E)=fi2kf/[2(E--

EC,)] =mT(O)[

1 + o;(E-

EC,)],
(7)

(ii) Velocity (also called optic) effective mass,
1 + 2ai(E - Eci)],
(iii ) Acceleration effective mass,

m$(E)=f?k,/VkE=mT(0)[

m~(E)=biZ/(V~)2Ezm~(0)[1

+6ai(E-EC+)].

(9)

All the three effective masseshave beenused in the literature, not only in the boundary condition but also for the
evaluation of ki from (E- ECi).This is evidently a confusing situation and needsto be settled.
That energy effective massis to be used for the determination of ki from (E- Eei)t needsno further consideration, as this massfallows from the relation betweenkj and
(E-E,,).
On the other hand, the proper mass for the
boundary condition is not clearly established,except that
the accelerationeffective mass has no relevance. Authors
using the k*p pert.u-bation method*’ for the analysis of
nonparabolicity have concluded that the right mass is the
energy effective mass. But, the energy effective mass does
not ensurethe continuance of current probability density.
It hasbeenargued2’,that this condition has no relevanceas
no current flows in the quantum well problem. On the
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other hand, for tunneling in barriers it has been argued23
that the condition matches the phase velocity, and the requirement of group velocity is met when integration is carried out over different electron states for the evaluation of
current density. These arguments justifying the applicability of energy effective mass in the boundary condition for
the derivative are not acceptableas the boundary condition
should not depend on the nature of the problem. In a
single-barrier or double-barrier system, current flows
through the system, and current due to an electron in the
end contact layers is given by

550r

J= (e/fi)V,E=&/m*(E);

m*(E) =m*(O)( 1 + 2aE).
(10)
The continuity of current probability density, given by
J= (&)(4*$dg)

f

(11)

is then ensured if m*(E) is replaced by the velocity effective mass. It is, therefore, the velocity effective masswhich
is the right mass for the boundary condition for &J/az.
This conclusion is in disagreementwith that from the k*p
theory and requires further examination of the k.p theory.
It also appears that a final decision would depend on the
evidenceof experimentsand for that we have to dependon
more accurate experimental results than presently available.
We present in Fig. 1 the values of energy shifts calculated with the following constants for electrons:
m$= O.O42m,; m$ = 0.079mo;

WIDTH

OF WELL

IN A

FIG. 1. Energy shift in InP/G~,,,Incs,As quantum wells. Numbers on
the curves give the value of the ratio of the conduction-band discontinuity
and the energy-gap discontinuity. ( + ) Sauer et al. (see Ref. 3), (V)
Carey et al. (see Ref. 15), (0) Morony et al. (see Ref. 12), (Cl) Seifert
et al. (see Ref. 13), and (A) Morais et al. (see Ref. 14).

a,+.= l.l67(eV) -l; aB=0.83(eV) -’
and for holes:
m*,.=0.47m o; m~=0.61mo;

crw=crB=O;

m. is the free electron mass.
It was found that the results of earlier experiments
were rather low and could not be fitted by using any reasonable value for AEJAE, These data are not shown in
the figure. The results of more recent experimentsshown in
the figure may, however, be fitted mostly by taking AE,/
AEe = 0.4. It should be pointed out that the values of a,
used in the present analysis, is consistent with that used
generally in the analysis of transport experiments.
Sauer et a1.3 fitted the experimental data using a value
of 0.63 for AEJAEe and a value of 3.3X lo- l9 m* for y in
the dispersion relation
E-Ec=(fi2k2/2m*)(1

-yk*).

This value for y is equivalent to using for a, a value of
(2m*/fi’)y = 0.366, which is far too low in comparison to
the value used for the interpretation of transport experiments. This contradiction is really due to their use of the
acceleration effective mass, which in effect underestimates
the value of a. This is evident by considering the expressions for m*(E) given by (8) and (9). On using the value
of CYused in the present analysis, y turns out to be
1.05X lo-l8 m*, which is consistent with the value of

3.3x10-l9 m*, obtained for GaAs,24as y is expected to
be inversely proportional to the product of effective mass
m * and energy-bandgap, ET
It is also found that the value of a obtained for GaAs
by analyzing the tunneling data” for single barriers with
the energy effective mass in the boundary condition is
0.835 (eV) - ‘, which is higher than the value of 0.69
(eV) - ’ obtained from the analysis of transport experiments.25Since the energy effective massoverestimatesa in
comparison to the velocity effective mass, this discrepancy
is expected to be removed if the velocity effective mass is
usedin the boundary condition in the analysisof tunneling
results.
In conclusion, it is found that the values of AEJAE,
and a obtained for the InP/Ga&no,s3As systemfrom the
analysis of photoluminescence data are consistent with
other experimental values if the velocity effective mass is
used in the boundary condition and the energy effective
mass is used for obtaining ki from (E- E,i) .
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